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Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,
And sorry I could not travel both
And be one traveler, long I stood

And looked down one as far as I could
To where it bent in the undergrowth;

Then took the other, as just as fair,
And having perhaps the better claim,

Because it was grassy and wanted 
wear;

Though as for that the passing there
Had worn them really about the same,

And both that morning equally lay
In leaves no step had trodden black.
Oh, I kept the first for another day!

Yet knowing how way leads on to way,
I doubted if I should ever come back.

I shall be telling this with a sigh
Somewhere ages and ages hence:

Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,

And that has made all the difference.

Don’t miss a single issue
Subscribe now to The Gavelier:

From the editor-in-chief
Dear Reader,

You might have probably noticed that the subheading of this 
publication now reads “Gavel CCS Magazine”. As per the in-
dication, The Gavelier is focusing more on the creative abilities 
of our editor panel, as well as offering more space for creative 
submissions. You’ll also find more fun activities here now! 
That being said, we will continue to bring you the latest and 
greatest from Gavel CCS through our News Corner. 

That’s not all. We have planned to adopt a bi-monthly release schedule for The Gavelier. 
That means, you should be expecting our publications every two months.

We are constantly looking to improve the quality of our publication. If you have any sug-
gestions or feedback, please email us on thegavelier@gmail.com.

We are looking forward to bringing you more and more quality content!

Yours Truly,
Anupa Somasiri
Editor-In-Chief

The Gavelier

The Road Not Taken
             

-By Robert Frost

mailto:thegavelier%40gmail.com?subject=Feedback%20on%20%27The%20Gavelier%27
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The Appeal of June 18th 
Prelude
On the 3rd of September 1939, France 

declared war on Germany, following the 
German invasion of Poland. The French 
declaration of war came just hours 
after the same had been done by Great 
Britain. By June the following year, it 
was clear that France was losing. 

Just the previous month, the German 
offensive through the Ardennes had 
caught the Allies completely by surprise. 
The Germans broke through the 
Allied lines and drove them to the sea, 
culminating in the hasty evacuation of 
surrounded British, French and Belgian 
troops from the beaches of Dunkirk.
Paris fell on the 14th.

By now the French government was 
divided into two camps; the pro-war 
group, lead by the then Prime-minister 
of France, Paul Reynaud, wanted 
France to fight on from its North African 
colonies and the pro-armistice group, 
led by the then Deputy Prime-minister 
and World War I hero, Marshal Phillipe 
Petain, wanted to negotiate peace. After 
repeated attempts by Renaud failed to 
convince the French cabinet to continue 
the war, he resigns and is succeeded 
by Petain, who promptly initiates 
negotiations with the Germans.

Brigadier-General Charles de Gaulle 
who had been the Under-Secretary of 
State for National Defence and War 
under Renaud vehemently opposed any 
peace with Germany and was imminent 

to be arrested. De Gaulle fled 
to England on the 17th of 
June, and on the 18th, with the 
permission of British Prime-
minister Winston Churchill, he 
delivered an address, on the 
BBC, to the French people.

The Speech
“The leaders who, for many 

years, were at the head of 
French armies, have formed a 
government. This government, alleging 
our armies to be undone, agreed with 
the enemy to stop fighting. Of course, we 
were subdued by the mechanical, ground 
and air forces of the enemy. Infinitely 
more than their number, it was the 
tanks, the aeroplanes, the tactics of the 
Germans which made us retreat. It was 
the tanks, the aeroplanes, the tactics of 
the Germans that surprised our leaders 
to the point to bring them there where 
they are today.”

German armoured divisions had 
broken through the Ardennes, a region 
between France and Germany that had 
been considered impenetrable for major 
military operations, and had quickly 
advanced towards the English Channel. 
The sheer audacity of the German 
offensive had caught the French 
high command by surprise. French 

counterattacks against the Germans 
had failed and after having encircled 
and defeated the Allied armies in 
Belgium, the Germans had turned south 
overcoming every defence the French 
could muster. The battle of France had 
just lasted six weeks. The once-proud 
French military had been humbled and 
the French people demoralized.  

Opening his address De Gaulle accepts 
the reality of the situation. He accepts 
that the Germans had bested them in 
the Battle of France and that the battle 
was indeed lost.

“But has the last word been said? 
Must hope disappear? Is defeat final? 
No!”

De Gaulle accepts that France had lost 
the battle, but he maintains that the fate 
of the war is still to be determined. He 
asks them if they should surrender all 
hope of a victory over the Germans, of a 
proud and free France rising again. He 
adamantly states that defeat is not final 
and attempts to kindle the flames of 
resistance in the French people.

Believe me, I speak to you with full 
knowledge of the facts and tell you that 
nothing is lost for France. The same 
means that overcame us can bring us 
to a day of victory. For France is not 
alone! She is not alone! She is not 
alone! She has a vast Empire behind 
her. She can align with the British 
Empire that holds the sea and continues 
the fight. She can, like England, use 
without limit the immense industry of 
the United States.

By the 1930s, France was the master 
of a vast colonial empire, especially in 
Africa, where French holdings stretched 
from Algeria in the north to modern-day 
Gabon in the south. During World War 
I, the French had extensively used its 
Army of Africa and the Armée coloniale 
(Colonial Army), who were recruited 
from French and indigenous populations 
in the colonies. De Gaulle hoped that 
the French colonies will fight on, 
regardless of the fall of France herself. 
He hoped to use French holdings, 
especially in North Africa, to organize 
and liberate the French mainland.

Although the British Expeditionary 
Force had been defeated in France, it 
too had a vast empire that they could 
rely on, and the British Navy still 
soundly ruled the waves; and under 
Churchill, they had vowed to fight on. 

The industrial juggernaut of the United 
States, although still hesitant to involve 

-By Sasanka Yakandawala

Charles de Gaulle

Delivering his Speech
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itself directly in the European war, 
supplied the British and the French 
with much-needed arms, ammunition, 
and more importantly oil, all essential 
resources of war. 

De Gaulle attempts to lift the morale of 
the French, making sure to remind them 
that they are not alone, that they have 
friends and allies who will help them 
take back their home from the invaders.

“This war is not limited to the 
unfortunate territory of our country. 
This war is not finished by the battle 
of France. This war is a worldwide 
war. All the faults, all the delays, all the 
suffering, do not prevent there to be, in 
the world, all the necessary means to 
one day crush our enemies. Vanquished 
today by mechanical force, we will 
be able to overcome in the future by a 
superior mechanical force.”

He confidently proclaims that although 
the Germans, who did not control a vast 
empire as that of France or Britain, had 
surprised and defeated them with their 
tactics and the clever use of resources, 
France and her allies, given time, can 
muster a much greater force, be it man 
or machine, to overcome the German 
foe.  

“The destiny of the world is here. I, 
General de Gaulle, currently in London, 
invite the officers and the French 
soldiers who are located in British 
territory or who would come there, with 
their weapons or without their weapons, 

I invite the engineers and the special 
workers of armament industries who 
are located in British territory or who 
would come there, to put themselves in 
contact with me.

“Whatever happens, the flame 
of the French resistance must not 
be extinguished and will not be 
extinguished. Tomorrow, like today, I 
will speak on Radio London.”

By this time, large parts of the French 
army were scattered over various 
theatres of the battle. Over a hundred 
thousand French troops were in England 
having been evacuated from Dunkirk. 
De Gaulle sends out a plea to his fellow 
countrymen, who wanted to fight on 
but were leaderless, to not accept the 
surrender of their government, but to 
join with him instead and continue the 
fight. Finally, he ends by adamantly 
reiterating the need to resist, he ensures 
that he will not allow the resistance to 
die.

Aftermath
The appeal on June 18th by Charles de 

Gaulle was broadcasted, unannounced, 
on the BBC, an English radio station. 
As such, contrary to his intention, the 
speech did not reach a huge audience 
in France. His following speech on the 
22nd, which ran along the same lines, 
garnered a much greater audience in 
France.

However, the themes of the appeal 

on June 18th were used and reused by 
the French to motivate their resistance 
to German occupation. It fanned the 
embers of what would become the fire, 
of the French resistance. The French 
resistance played a major role in the 
European theatre of World War II. It 
gathered valuable intelligence for the 
allies, maintained escape routes for 
Allied soldiers; who found themselves 
behind German lines, carried out 
sabotage, and conducted guerrilla attacks 
on occupying forces.

The French resistance provided the 
French with an inspiring example of 
patriotism in countering an existential 
threat to their country. It stood in stark 
contrast to the collaborationist Vichy 
French, the French puppet government 
installed by the Germans following the 
armistice, which controlled the South of 
France with Marshal Phillipe Petain as 
Prime-minister.

Charles de Gaulle established the 
Free French government in exile based 
in London and began to make plans 
to liberate France. He persuaded the 
French colonies to join the free French. 
By 1943, all French colonies were with 
de Gaulle. 

The free French under de Gaulle, with 
British and later American troops, fought 
against the Germans and Italians in 
North Africa, Italy, and finally, on the 6th 
of June 1944, they stormed the beaches 
of Normandy, which began the liberation 
of France. On the 25th of August, Paris 
was liberated and on the 7th of May the 
following year, World War II in Europe 
ended.  

The appeal of June 18th is considered 
as one of the most influential and most 
famous speeches in French history.

The French Resistance

A Liberated Paris
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One fine day, I woke up at 4 am and 
saw a message on the Important 
Notice group of our batch, that didn’t 
seem so important. It said “red 
lorry, yellow lorry, red lorry, yellow 
lorry”. Along with the message, was 
a video of some people claiming 
to be Gaveliers, reciting weird 
phrases and urging us to take part 
in a tongue twister competition, by 
sending them a video of us saying 
these tongue twisters. I thought to 
myself, as crazy as it sounds, it does 
seem fun. 

So there I was at around 4 am, 
screaming my lungs out, trying to 
keep my tongue intact. I even went 
to my sister’s room, woke her up, 
and showcased my talent. She told 
me to go back to sleep. But at this 
point, I was fully determined to take 
part in this competition. Yet, every 
time I pressed the record button, 
I couldn’t help but laugh because 
I kept stumbling over my own 
words, and I didn’t even know as to 
whom I was sending this video to, 
as the number just said Gavel. So 
after about 25 takes, a video of me 
saying the tongue twister was made, 
without me bursting into laughter 
halfway through. 

I joined the competition, and there 
was a bunch of friendly folks hosting 
the event. This was the first zoom 
meeting I went to, where I switched 
on my video and microphone. It 

was all new to me, yet everyone 
was so kind and talkative, and I 
felt comfortable in no time. “This is 
actually fun”, I thought to myself. It 
was then that I realized that I had to 
join this club, and get out of that little 
bubble that I kept myself trapped in. 

From that day forth, I kept going 
for the weekly meetings held by the 
Gavel Club of CCS. My awkward 
self was way too reluctant to even 
turn on my video for the first few 
meetings. I only spoke up when my 
name was called out, repeatedly, by 
these kind members. But gradually, 
I was getting used to it. Somehow, 
these “gaveliers” had convinced 
me that this place was family. That 
no one here is judging anyone. 
That every speech was great. That 
every speaker was great. And most 
importantly, that speaking up was 
great. 

Not only was I able to comfortably 
speak now, but I was also actually 
having fun. I was getting to know 
people from college, and this I feel 
was the greatest gain. I met new 
folks from other batches, and even 
from other universities. I loved the 
themed meetings we had. Getting 
all dressed up for a Disney-themed 
meeting, guessing the scary movie 
for a Halloween-themed meeting, 
and singing carols for a Christmas-
themed meeting, were just a few 
moments of the great fun we had. 

Even if the setting was a virtual one, 
we gaveliers still bonded very well.

As crazy as it can get, I even took 
part in competitions. I took part 
in the Gavel CCS best speaker 
competition and Enliven 2021 under 
the humorous speech category. 
From someone who was shying 
away from turning on her video, this 
truly was a great leap. If I had just 
ignored those weird phrase-reciting 
gaveliers that day, I wouldn’t even 
be writing this article today.

  Getting out of that bubble was 
difficult, yet it was definitely worth 
it. With the pandemic taking a toll on 
us, I realized the true value of time. 
We only have a grand total of 4 years 
to spend at the Institute of Chemistry 
Ceylon, and within this short period 
of time, we must try to make new 
friends, gain new experiences, enjoy 
ourselves and give our best in what 
we do. These days that pass by, 
cannot be taken back. Our college 
experiences may not be the best, 
owing to the pandemic, yet the Gavel 
Club made it so much better for me, 
and I’m pretty sure almost all the 
members can agree on that. I love 
the people I’ve met through this club, 
the experiences I’ve gained, and 
these memories shall be cherished 
forever. Adios! Viva la Gavel!

 -By Ayesha Hettige

Ayesha’s Gavel Story

mailto:gavelccs%40gmail.com?subject=Joining%20Gavel%20CCS
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Do we actually want you to annoy a large 
herbivore with deadly horns?

 
Not really.

Nag a ram, is a word or a phrase formed by 
rearranging the letters of another word or a phrase. 
Even the ancient Greeks used them to fool their friends.

 Can you figure out this Anagram?

DIRTY ROOM

hint: The [solution] will usually have many of the 
[anagram] especially if boys are involved.

Anagram

Answer to last month’s Anagram:
MOON STARER - ASTRONOMER

‘The Gavelier’ Board of Editors:

Anupa Somasiri

Minoli Rupasinghe

Upeksha ‘Mona’ Nilnuwani

Gimhani Jayathilake

Lasani Gunawardena

Sasanka Yakandawala

Jayath de Silva

Yohara Ranasinghe

Senan Alwis

My first is in night but never in day. 
 
My second is found in both laughter 
and play. 
 
My third is in apple and also in peach. 
 
My fourth is in sand, but not in a beach. 
 
My last is in scarlet but never in green 
and my whole is quite solid yet often 
unseen.

Who am I?
A set of words that seem so fickle

A story hiding in the middle
You can think or you can scribble
Will you be able to solve our riddle
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Although it might not look it, 
CCS is a place brimming with 

many talented individuals. In “tête à 
tête” we have one-on-ones with those 
exceptional students at CCS. 

In this issue, we have one of the most 
friendly and supportive individuals at 
CCS. He was a teaching assistant for 
almost three years at CCS and he is a 
person who helps everyone the way he 
can.

He’s none other than Ashen 
Samaranayake.

Q: Tell us a little bit about yourself, 
your background, and where you come 
from.

A: I was born in 1993 on August 11th. 
When I was small my father was in 
Italy, so I spent the first two years living 
with my mother and my grandparents. 
At the age of two, I left for Italy, where 
I stayed for five years. I studied in an 
international school, called the College 
of World Education. After completing 
my school education, I joined IChem 
in 2014 and graduated four years 
later. After graduating, I served as a 
teaching assistant for almost three 
years. 

When I was a kid, my father 
gave me a book called Once Upon 
A Time... Life - How The Body Works. 
At that time, I didn’t understood 
the content of the book, as it was an 
Italian science book. There were a lot 
of broad topics that a child couldn’t 
understand. However, I started reading 
it repetitively and then it became very 
interesting to me. I was always intrigued 
by science. I discovered that I liked 
learning about living things and biology, 
more than learning about forces in 
physics. But, after studying chemistry, I 
found it more interesting than anything 
else. This was where my interest in 
chemistry first came from.

Q: Even though your interests in 
science started with Biology, what made 
you choose Chemistry instead? 

A: This answer is a little bit twisty. I 
had a language barrier as a kid. Since I 
came from Italy to Sri Lanka, I could 
speak little Sinhalese, and no English. 
Sometimes in exams, I could neither 
answer questions directly nor to the 
point. Biology was interesting, but 
these barriers meant that it was more 
challenging for me. Then Chemistry 
came along. In chemical reactions, the 
same elements exist in different forms. 
Because of that, 
it was more 
straightforward 
and was easier 
to catch up on.

Q: Evidently, your interest in chemistry 
has been very productive, as you have 
completed two research projects. Why 
don’t you tell us a bit about that? 

A: My first research was on Adsorption 
Efficiency of Industrial Dyes to Banana 
Pseudo-Stem Biomass. This was an 
analytical/physical research conducted 
by Dr. Udaya Jayasundara. In the first 
research, we investigated a certain 
property of banana stem fibres that 
could potentially be used to treat 
industrial waste. The second research 
was again conducted by Dr. Udaya 
Jayasundara, with the help of Ms. 
Sajani. It was a case study on Safety 
Culture in Chemical Laboratories in Sri 
Lanka.          

Q: What were the unique things you 
learned from your research projects? 

A: First, you will understand how 
to manage your time, as students in 
IChem must work according to a fixed 
schedule.

The second thing is actively 
communicating with your professor/

lecturer. It is important to 

always keep 
tabs with 

your lecturers 
whenever you do 

something. 

The third one is the 
chemistry aspect, I would 
say. When you conduct 
research, you will instantly or 

involuntarily learn how to use 
the machines, as well as the 
nature of the chemicals. 

Q: Do you have any 
memorable, challenging, or 
funny memories from when you 
were conducting your research? 
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A: For me, the most memorable 
part of the research in IChem would 
be helping the students with their 
research projects. Staying after hours, 
ordering food, advising on research 
and instrumentation, cracking a few 
jokes here and there, stuff like that. An 
especially memorable time was when 
I cut up the banana stem with Raza 
and Buddhima. The entire task took a 
couple of hours.

Q: What are you currently pursuing? 

A: I have currently applied for my 
PhD in Chemistry at the University 
of Missouri, Columbia. My research 
of interest would be towards 
nanochemistry, and I’m passionate 
about fluorescence, as well as aspects 
of nanochemistry in fluorescence. 
Nanochemistry is a hot topic over here 
in the industry as well.

Q: What specific aspect of fluorescence 
are you most interested in?

A: That’s a very good question. The 
reason I wanted to do it is because of 
fluorescence sensors. Every area in 
chemistry has so many applications. 
Even the smallest idea can be the 
biggest thing in the world. I hope I can 
update you in the future once I gain the 
proper knowledge. 

Q: How was the transition from Sri 
Lanka to the USA, especially during the 
pandemic?

A: Let’s begin with the pros. To me, 
the most difficult thing about moving 
was that I had to leave my family and 
friends behind. But once I got onto 
the plane and landed here, I just felt 

like ‘’Oh, I just arrived in another 
country’’. I was able to meet other 
people over here and even still, they are 
helping me with everything happening 
around here. The other thing is, a lot 
of people don’t wear masks, except 
inside the university, as most people are 
vaccinated. I remember how we stayed 
home all the time back in Sri Lanka, but 
over here we can just walk outside. One 
concerning thing, however, is that you 
need to be comfortable with what you 
eat. My advice is that if you’re coming 
here, make sure you learn how to cook. 
Always find a signature dish that you 
can use to satiate yourself and a stranger.

Q: What should an undergraduate do to 
obtain a PhD?

A: Everyone thinks that you must 
be academically super smart to get a 
PhD. That’s not the case. The most 
important thing is the GPA. You should 
always keep a GPA of more than 3.0 to 
apply for PhD in chemistry over here 
in the USA. Then you should follow 
up with the research you worked on. 
When you apply, you must do English 
standardization exams like IELTS or 
TOEFL. The other thing is CV writing 
and how to face an interview. So, it’s 
good to have a fresh, updated CV as 
well.

Q: I also know that you really enjoy 
teaching. How did you discover your 
passion for teaching?

A: Yes. I like teaching very 
much. Teaching doesn’t have to 
be educational. It can even be a 
consultation. Have you ever wanted to 
teach, just because you met that one 
person in your life who made you feel 
interested in teaching? I met that person 
one day, and here I am.

Q: What do you think are the qualities 
of a good teacher?

A: The most important thing is that 
you need to have patience. The second 
thing is, give advice only when a person 
asks so that you are not overloading 
the person with information. Also, it’s 
important to always make learning fun. 

Q: It’s wonderful that you have found 
your direction in life so early. Do you 
have any advice for people who are still 
looking for their directions?

A: Well, I don’t have a solid answer to 
that, but I would say something like 
this; If you are lazy about something, 
you should probably not do it. So, when 

you choose your profession, if you want 
to work with people, the industry is 
good. If you want to learn new things 
and be updated about the science world, 
research is probably the way to go. 

When I was your age, I didn’t have a 
direction either. I had a solid idea that 
I wanted to teach. I wanted to help 
people and self-learn as well. Don’t let 
other people poison your decision. Just 
follow your passion. 

Q: Moving on to the more informal part 
of the interview, can you tell us what 
you have been listening to recently?

A: Well, sometimes I listen to podcasts. 
One podcast that I used to listen to is 
Jordan Peterson’s podcast. But the most 
important thing for me is music. My 
preferred genre would be Rock. But, if I 
want to have a calm time, Jazz and Blues 
are great. 

Q: What do you think about modern Sri 
Lankan music?

A: I don’t know much about that, 
because now, Sri Lankan music doesn’t 
get to me compared to how it was back 
in the day. There is good music from 
WAYO and BnS. When it comes to Sri 
Lankan music, I’m always ready to 
listen to the old-time favorites. 

Q: I got to know that you love anime 
and manga. Can you recommend an 
anime that not many people have heard 
about, that you think everyone should 
watch?

A: I’d recommend ReLIFE. It’s about a 
28-year-old guy who had some struggles 

Advanced Level stall of CHEMEX4 
Exhibition with Juniors

As a fresh TA (Teaching Assistant) at 
CCS with his new team
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with finding a job in Japan. Then he 
confronts a researcher who gives him 
some sort of medicine that could turn 
him back to a 17-year-old. So, he has to 
attend school again. It is less than 15 
episodes long. As for an anime movie, 
Your Name is very good.

Q: These days, anime is 
mainstream. What are your 
thoughts on that? 

A: Anime is one way of getting 
out of the reality that we are 
facing right now. The reason 
it wasn’t popular back then, is 
because it was highly mistaken 
due to the cartoon vibes. Then 
later, people got educated and 
understood how good they 
are. Anybody can learn a lot 
of things by watching anime. 
You can learn about different 
cultures and vocabulary as well.

Q: I heard that you have cats. 
What have they been up to 
lately? 

A: I have a black Persian cat 
named Salem, and another one 
named Alpha. Unfortunately, 
Alpha had an accident, but 
he’s recovering very well. The 
good thing is that Salem kind of 
looks after Alpha. They are like 
brothers, and every time I see 
that, it makes me feel happy.

Q: How did you get started on your 
fitness journey? 

A: Well, I was a fat kid back then. 
Hitting the gym was the only thing I 
could do. If you are getting started, you 
just have to do it for one hour, twice, or 
thrice a week. Another thing you should 
know is that you can eat anything you 
want. But the rule is that your diet 
should be 80% healthy and 20% junk. 
You will only get fat if your calorie 
intake is more than what you spend. 
Also, remember to never skip a meal. 
So, what I have to say is, eat anything 
with a limit and good intentions.  

Q: Would you like to share some advice 
for our readers on how to get fit?

A: Do weightlifting as much as you can, 
and incorporate protein into your diet. 
Focusing 95% on cardio is not a very 
wise thing to do. For girls, you don’t 
have to lift heavy weights. All you have 
to do when it comes to weightlifting is 
basically to lift against gravity. You can 
do squats with a small dumbbell, or 

even without any weights. 

For guys, lift heavy dumbbells or 
barbells. By doing these sorts of 
exercises, you can instantly burn more 
calories. The best part is that you’re not 
moving here and there. Focus on more 
compound exercises, which require 
more muscles to execute.

Q: Are there any great food experiences 
in Sri Lanka that you would recommend 
to people? 

A: My favourite dish would be Chicken 
Char Siu from David’s Dangerously 
Delicious Char Siu. That is the best 
savoury chicken dish I have had so far. 
As for desserts, my favorite was a vanilla 
cheesecake with a stick of chocolate and 
some cream at Shangri-La. That was the 
fanciest cheesecake I have ever eaten. 
If anyone wants to go for a cheap and 
modern option, it would be the famous 
Tres Leches from Butter Boutique. 

Q: If you had one week to go and 
explore any part of the world, where 
would you go?

A: I would say, Akihabara in Japan. 
There, you’d see the merchandise, food, 
different cultures, and Japanese games. 
Specifically, I’d like to try different 
versions of Kit Kat they have there. 
Many people don’t know this, but there 
are over 300 flavors of Kit Kat in Japan.

Q: If you were to be transformed into a 
particular cat breed, what would it be? 

A: That’s an interesting question. If the 
choice is from wild cats, I would go with 
a Siberian lynx. They look very majestic 
to me.  When it comes to domestic 
ones, it would be a Bengal cat. The 

reason I’m not choosing Persian is 
because of my fellow. He’s very 
grumpy.  

Q: Who is your favorite speaker?  

A: It’s Jordan Peterson. He is 
the one who has illuminated a 
direction for me in the path of 
life. He gives you real facts. I like 
the way he talks, the interviews 
etc. I’ll give you a simple piece 
of advice that he has given. He 
has told that “Be the peaceful 
monster you are”. It means, don’t 
let people stop you. But at the 
same time, always stay at peace 
and try to observe the world as 
you are walking every day. We 
should be gentle humans as well. 

Q: What superpower would you 
like to have?

A: It would be pyrokinesis (The 
ability to control fire), like Phoenix 
from Valorant. 

Q: If you could find a solution to 
a single world issue, what issue 
would you solve?

A: I would solve corruption, 
because a lot of other problems can be 
solved if corruption just disappeared.

Q: What is something unknown that 
you would like to know? 

A: As a kid, I always wanted to find 
out what’s the end of the universe. We 
always talk about dark matter and dark 
energy, but what makes the universe 
expand like that? That’s the kind of 
stuff I want to know. 

Q: Final question, where do you see 
yourself in ten years? 

A: It is something to do with 
consultation. Like research consultation, 
academic consultation, and involving 
researchers as well. That’s where I want 
to be in ten years.  

So that brings our interview to an end. 
Thank you Ashen for being here. We 
wish you the very best in your future 
endeavors. 

                                                                                               
Interviewed by Jayath De Silva

Written by Lasani Gunawardena

The results of a tough fitness journey
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Change The Cage 
It’s a quite desolate night in the city of 

Colombo. You walk down the pavement 
with your hands in your pockets and 
lost in your own thoughts. The noise of 
a passing car brings you back to reality. 
You look around and see that the streets 
you thought were desolate are inhabited 
by a different kind. The liquor store 
on the other side of the road is packed 
with people that it puts Black Friday to 
shame. A quick glance over to the dark 
alley on the side, muffled voices, and the 
exchange of goods. You look away and 
walk on ahead with a single word as your 
only thought. “Addicts”.

Of course, this was a hypothetical 
encounter, but I am pretty sure that, 
for most of you, this is the stereotypical 
picture that comes up in your mind 
when you hear the word “Addict”.  If 
you do a quick Google search for the 
word “Addiction”, this is what pops up;

The common stereotype of an addict, 
which is being fed over and over into our 
society, is that of a criminal. I think this 
Google search result is a good example 
of that. 

Drugs, alcohol, and smoking might be 
the first thing that comes to your mind 
when thinking of addiction. But this is 
only one scope of addiction, which is 
“Substance Addiction”. The other scope 
is “Behavioral addiction”, which is the 
addiction to certain behaviours such as 
gambling. 

But what really is addiction? 
How do you stop it?
The short answer is, we don’t know 

well enough about it and studies are still 
taking place. Okay, so what do we know?  
The substances like drugs and alcohol 
which people get hooked on are having 
various effects on our brain and neuronal 
chemistry. For instance, Cocaine can 
block dopamine transporters in the 
synaptic cleft. This causes increased 
levels of dopamine which causes 
overstimulation. Moderately high 
levels of dopamine create a euphoric 
effect while very high levels cause 

hallucinations. 

So, it’s these chemical cravings that 
cause addiction, right? Well, it’s not that 
simple. While there is an effect from all 
these chemical hooks, there is another 
fundamental effect that is deeply rooted 
in the evolution of our species.

Though we lack claws or sharp teeth, 
the power of flight, or sharp eyesight, 
humans as a species have taken the 
prime position at the top of the food 
chain. One major factor that gave us 
an edge during evolution is human 
cooperation and being part of a group. 
A lone human who was exiled from the 
group had a really low chance of survival. 
When you hear people saying that 
“Humans are social animals”, they are 
not kidding. The fact that humans are 
prone to create bonds and connections 
is deeply engraved into our biological 
code. 

So, what does this have to do 
with addiction?
In the year 1906, the United States 

brought forward the law to ban the 
passage and use of drugs such as cocaine 
and heroin. Soon, the rest of the world 
followed those steps and criminalized 
the use and passage of drugs. Those who 
were involved in the usage of drugs were 
punished by law across the globe and 
were ostracized from society.

Anyone can be an addict. But what 
happens if you, an addict, feel like you 
have no one that cares about you? What 
happens when your loved ones are 
moving apart from you? What happens 
when society as a whole rejects you and 
treats you as less than a human? You 
turn to the one thing that brought you 
comfort and to the one thing that did not 
push you away. You turn to the embrace 
of your addiction as that is the only 

connection and bond you have.

In the early 20th century, an experiment 
was conducted on addiction. A rat was 
placed in a cage with 2 bottles, one with 
pure water and one with water that was 
laced with cocaine. The experiment was 
repeated several times and almost every 
time, the rats would drink the drugged 
water until they die. 

But in the 1970s, Dr. Bruce Alexander, 
an American psychologist, noticed an 
obvious flaw in this experiment. The rat 
in the cage was alone. So, he recreated 
this famous experiment with the same 
2 bottles but made one major change. 
He created “Rat Park”. This new cage 
had loads of cheese, tunnels, and things 
to play with.  But most importantly 
the rat was not alone, as it had loads of 
other rat friends with it in this cage. The 
drugged water was hardly used, and the 
overdose rate went from 100%, recorded 
from the previous experiment, to 0% 
immediately. 

The Cage
The modern-day society is similar to 

the cage from the 1st experiment where 
the addict is the lone rat within it. 
The current system criminalizes these 
individuals. Once you have a criminal 
record, good luck finding a job. These 
criminals would be out of money, and 
out in the streets where people would 
look at them in disgust. Like the 
Ouroboros, it is the system that we live 
in that has created this feedback loop.  
As Dr. Keith Humphrey from Stanford 
University said,

“It’s remarkable that people believe what’s 
needed is more punishment. If punishment 
worked, there wouldn’t be any addiction. It’s 
a punishing enough experience”

If you have anyone in your life that is 
going through some sort of addiction, 
know that tough love or humiliation is 
not going to work. Making them hit rock 
bottom won’t change a thing. They are 
humans after all. So, bond with them 
and be there for them. Be that pillar of 
strength that they desperately need to 
lean on. You can’t force them to change 
their habits, but what you can do is, 
change the cage that they are in.

~By Sanjula Rupasinghe
Gavel Club, University of Colombo 

Source: National Institute on Drug Abuse, USA
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“The human brain starts working the 
moment you are born and never stops 
until you stand up to speak in public”
George Jessel (1898-1981)
The moment you get up on the stage, 

butterflies in your stomach; and try to 
speak, your mind draws a big horrible 
blank. Do you want to get over it? Do 
you want to deliver great inspiring 
speeches? Do you want to express to 
everyone who you are? Then, dear read-
er, the Gavel club of CCS is the place for 
you!

For the past year, through Senan’s 
Corner, Gav. Senan Alwis has been 
keeping us up to date on the ins and 
outs of Gavel CCS, by providing his own 
commentary. The News Corner hopes to 
keep the spirit of Senan’s Corner alive, 
by giving an insight into the events and 
activities of Gavel CCS.

Annual General Meeting

The month of August 2021 has been a 
milestone in Gavel CCS, since the club 
was taken over by the new Executive 
committee for the year 2021/22. The 
Annual General Meeting of Gavel CCS 
was held on 5th August 2021, and the 
highlight of the meeting was the intro-

duction of the new Executive Commit-
tee for the Year 2021/22. Gav. Anupa 
Somasiri was appointed as the President 
for the new Gavel year, followed by 
Gav. Gimhani Jayatillake, Gav. Dinushi 
Fernando , Gav. Upeksha Nilnuwani, 
Gav. Lasani Gunawardena , Gav. Nihinsa 
Upendradasa , Gav. Minoli Rupasinghe, 
Gav. Minduli Weerathunga , Gav. Upek-
sha Situbandara, Gav. Janani Rajadhurai 
and myself; Gav. Amaya Suriyaarachchi, 
as the new Executive Committee (The 
Gav. is short for Gavelier, a term that’s 
used both professionally and endearing-
ly).

From this day onwards, we had quite 
a lot of EXCO (Executive Committee) 
meetings, and planned our Gavel Year. 
We were determined to make the Gavel 
year 2021/22 an unforgettable one, filled 
with lots of excitement and joy, as well 
as new experiences.

79th Educational Meeting

Humanity is all about being human 
and not inhuman. It’s about feeling love 
and compassion for others; not just for 
human beings; but also for plants and 
animals. Only then we can say that we 
belong to humanity.     
The very first educational meeting after 

the new EXCO took the reins, was held 
on Friday, 20th of August, 2021. It was 
the 79th educational meeting of Gavel 
CCS, which took place on the theme of 
“Humanity”. The meeting commenced 
with our club president Gav. Anupa 
Somasiri calling the meeting to order. 
The Round-Robin session was quite 
interesting and there were some very 
interesting opinions on the theme. Next, 
we had the Table Topics session where 
our gaveliers spoke on the listed topics 
for the day, followed by evaluations. The 
meeting ended as usual with an informal 

session where everybody had a great 
time catching up with each other.

    

Membership Introduction   

The second event of the Gavel year 
2021/22 was the Membership Introduc-
tion. It was the day newcomers were 
waiting for, and the day for us seniors, 
who were eagerly waiting to welcome 
our dearest juniors. I was so excited 
to finally meet our juniors, the newest 
members of our Gavel family! After 
introducing ourselves first, we asked 
our newcomers to record a small video, 
telling us a little bit about themselves. It 
brought us immense pleasure to see over 
70 videos; everyone explaining their 
background, their interests and what 
brought them here to our Gavel family. 
This event marked a special milestone 
in Gavel CCS, with our new members 
pushing the boundaries and taking their 
first step to becoming great speakers.

80th Educational Meeting
There is something very wonderful in 

music. Words are wonderful enough, but 
music is even more wonderful. It speaks 
to our hearts and spirits, to the very core 
and root of our souls.
Finally, it was time to have the very 

first Gavel meeting with the newbies! 
It was on a Tuesday, the 31st of August 
2021 that we had the 80th Educational 
meeting with its theme being “Music”. 
It was the educational meeting with the 
highest number of participants that I’ve 
attended in my Gavel journey at CCS 
so far, with over 100 participants. As the 

Catch up on what happened at 
Gavel CCS!
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EXCO board of year 21/22, we were so 
excited about this meeting!

We held a small orientation program 
prior to the educational meeting, where 
senior members of the club explained 
many things about Gavel, including 
the procedure of a Gavel educational 
meeting. After that, the meeting started 
off with the TMOD (Toastmaster of 
the Day) Gav. Gimhani Jayatilake ex-
plaining what music means to her. The 
Round-Robin session was quite lovely, 
where all the Gaveliers spoke on their 
favorite song or music track. After the 
Round-Robin session, our immediate 
past president, Gav. Uthsara Malaweera 
Arachchi delivered a prepared speech 
which was titled “The Potato Shooter”. 
It was an amazing speech as always, and 
I’m sure it was a very good first example 
to our new members on public speak-
ing. Newcomers were very enthusiastic 
during the Table Topics session and 
took up most of the listed topics for the 
day and delivered amazing speeches. 
After the evaluations and the reports, 
the meeting came to an end, making it a 
truly memorable one filled with joy and 
laughter, and everyone had a great time. 
After the meeting, we created a Spotify 
and YouTube playlist consisting of the 
favorite songs of our very own Gaveliers, 
and shared them through social media 
for anyone to get an idea of musical 
tastes of Gavel CCS.

Viva Voce 2021

Next I would like to bring your atten-
tion to Viva Voce 2021. This was not 
an event organized by us,but I cannot 
proceed further without commenting on 
this, as one of our very talented gaveliers 
did quite well in this! Viva Voce 2021 
was an online public speaking compe-
tition which was hosted by the Gavel 
Club of CIPM (Chartered Institute 
of Personnel Management) and it was 
held in three categories: Announcing, 
Marketing & Advertising, and Prepared 
Speeches. Our very own Gav. Anupa 
Somasiri entered into the competition in 
the Marketing & Advertising segment 
and managed to become one of the final-
ists. The finals was held on the 4th Sep-
tember 2021. All of us EXCO members 
were watching with great pride as our 
very own President of the Gavel Club, 
took the virtual stage. He marketed a 
pair of noise-cancelling headphones, and 
managed to emerge First Runner-Up. 
It was indeed a proud moment for the 
Gavel Club of CCS.

Nuntiare ‘21
It was high time for Gavel CCS to focus 

on an additional aspect – Compéring. 
Therefore, Nuntiare ’21 was the next 
event organized by the Gavel Club of 
CCS. It was a workshop on “becoming a 
compère”, which was conducted by the 
famous TV presenter, compere, as well 
as a dubbing and voice artist, Ms. Sharon 
Mascarenhas. The session was open to 

everyone including Gavel Clubs of other 
universities. It was hosted in order to 
give an idea and an insight into the role 
of a compère, where Ms. Mascarenhas 

shared her own experiences. 

The session was both inspiring and 
engaging, which is quite rare in the era 
of virtual events. There were over 100 
participants and the workshop was fol-
lowed by a Q&A session. The workshop 
was a huge success on all counts, and 
the feedback given by the participants 
confirmed as much. 

Vox Fortis ‘21

Vox Fortis ‘21 was the compèring 
contest organized by the Gavel Club of 
CCS, and powered by 50’ eXcalibur to 
identify budding compères, nurture their 
growth, and guide them in their future 
endeavors. This contest was indeed 
a challenge for all the participants in 
which they could showcase not only 
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their level of compèring skills, but also 
how creative they were. The contest was 
open to all the CCS undergraduates and 
was conducted in one round, where the 
contestants submitted videos performing 
a compére role on a topic selected by 
themselves. Moreover, a good variety of 
amazing topics were chosen by the con-
testants. The contest was judged by a 
panel of six judges under the chief judge 
Distinguished Toastmaster Chandrasiri 
Wanasinghe. We were absolutely hon-
oured and delighted to have that kind 
of assistance from them. Without their 
contribution to the contest, it definite-

ly will not be a successful event as we 
expected.

After a couple of weeks of hard work 
and dedication, it was time to announce 
the winners. Gav. Dinara Gunatillake 
emerged as the winner, while Gav. 
Dheenah Liyaudeen and Gav. Amali 
Nelunika managed to secure the 1st 
Runner Up and 2nd Runner Up posi-
tions respectively. Vox Fortis ’21 is to be 
continued as an annual event at Gavel 
CCS. 

81st Educational Meeting

If a blog post is like a snack, a book is 
like a wholesome meal. Works of fiction 
can take you on whole other journey that 
is hard to replicate on a TV screen, and 
works of non-fiction can take you deeper 
on a topic like nothing else. 
As it was held in the previous year, it 

was yet again another educational meet-
ing on the theme “Books”. This was our 
81st educational meeting, which was 
held on a Tuesday, the 14th September 
2021. I was in sheer excitement for this 
day, as I am a bit of a bookworm myself; 
and was seated in front of my laptop, 
with my favorite book at hand. The day 
was hosted by the TMOD Gav. Ayesha 
Hettige, who introduced the theme 
and voiced out her opinion on it. The 
Round-Robin session was quite interest-
ing as always, where our Gaveliers spoke 
on their favorite book. There were quite 
a lot of recommendations, including the 
Harry Potter series, Ice station, Pride 
and Prejudice, The Girl on the Train and 
many more. 

The Round-Robin session was fol-
lowed by a CC speech (CC stands for 
Competent Communicator, which is 
the primary educational pathway from 

Toastmasters International, offered by 
Gavel CCS) done by a senior member 
of the club, Gav Sasanka Yakandawala. 
It was indeed an articulate speech, with 
the title being “When I lost my hand”. 
During the Table Topics session, there 
were many speeches on the listed topics, 
where our bookish Gaveliers shared 
their thoughts on what books meant to 
them. After a well-spent two hours, the 
meeting came to an end with an informal 
session, as usual, making it one of the 
most joyful meetings held in the history 
of Gavel CCS. After the meeting, a book 
recommendation list was created based 
on the favourite books of the gaveliers 
and was shared through social media. 

82nd Educational Meeting

Dreams are one of the mysterious & in-
teresting experiences in our lives which 
may give us hints about future or can be 
just outcome of our daily lives. They’re 
also an expression of your potential and 
give voice to your talents. They’re a 
source of pleasure and help develop the 
self.          
The 82nd educational meeting was held 

on a Tuesday, 28th September 2021, 
with its theme being “Dreams”. The 
meeting commenced with our club VP 
Education; Gav. Gimhani Jayatillake 
calling the meeting to order. During the 
Round Robbin session, the Gaveliers 
shared their various dreams with us, 
from the succession of images, ideas, 
emotions and sensations that occur in 
their minds during sleep to the goals 
they have in real life. It was, indeed, a 
chance for me to get to know my fellow 
Gaveliers much better! Then we had a 
CC speech session, where Gav. Jayath 
De Silva did his CC2 on the title “Lego 
Vs Mechanix” and Gav. Minduli Weer-
athunga did her CC1 on the title “Use 
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your skills to decide your future”. Then 
we had the Table Topics session, which 
was quite interesting as many different 
opinions were expressed on the listed 
topics for the day. After that came the 
CC evaluations, followed by the Table 
Topics evaluations. The meeting ended 
as usual with an informal session where 
everybody had a great time catching up 
with each other. It was again, a memora-
ble event for the Gavel Club of CCS.

83rd Educational Meeting

Cartoons have had a profound effect on 
us as children. They embody the essence 
of what it means to be a kid, all the 
while teaching important aspects of life 
through their intended morals.
The 83rd educational meeting was held 

on Tuesday, 12th October 2021. It was 
supposedly a meeting like any other. 
However, when the we got to the meet-
ing, we could see that it was going to a 
bit different from the usual. Gav. Anupa 
chose to make the his opening remarks 
in a most unorthodox method, using a 
nasally tone to narrate in Sinhala, much 
like the beloved cartoon Asterix that 
many of us knew as Soora Pappa.

He then handed over the control to 
Gav. Sasanka, who was intended to be 
the TMOD. However, the T stood for 
Toonmaster on that wonderfully weird 
day. The round robin session consisted 
of everyone talking about their favourite 
cartoon, which was again, very nostalgic 
to hear about. Or as the grammarian, 
Gav. Vidhurinda elegantly put forth 
through the word of the day, schmaltzy 
(which means excessively sentimental).

This meeting marked the first time 
that one of the juniors from Level 1 
performed a CC prepared speech. That 
honor fell to Gav. Dulyana, who made 

an absolutely wonderful introductory 
speech on the topic Perfect. The table 
topics session was even more schmaltzy, 
as the gaveliers spoke on topics such as I 
wish, I wish with all my heart (a reference 
to the cartoon Dragon Tales), the cartoon 
character that I secretly wished I was, as well 
as more serious topics like cartoons are 
not just for kids, which the speakers used 
to bring out the lessons that cartoons 
teach us. After the evaluations and rol-
eplayer reports, it was time to conclude 
the meeting and kick off the informal 
session, and with it, a very amusing 
games session. 

This involved the audience trying to 
guess the cartoon, based on a set of emo-
jies, a theme song or logos.

It was very nostalgic, judging by the 
shouts of recognition, and very fun, judg-
ing by the uncontrollable laughter. 

This informal session in particular, had 
to have been one of the longest session 
on record, because as Gav. Lasani told 
me, it went on until 9 p.m.! I guess the 
gaveliers felt that this would be the 
last time in a while that they would get 
together, because exams were lurking in 
the horizon.

What an amazing two months it had 
been! Lots of excitement with new 
experiences, new friendships and con-
nections, and a massive enhancement of 
communication skills are what this jour-
ney has gifted us. With that being said, 
dear reader, I will conclude my entry.

 
By Amaya Suriyaarachchi
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Cities: Skylines
Video games. What is the first thing 

that comes to mind? Dudes toting big 
guns and going *pew-pew-pew* all 
over the place? First person shooters 
may be the first genre that comes to 
your mind, but there are other genres 
out there, with simulation being one of 
the most popular. This genre is what 
Cities Skylines, a city building simulator 
belongs to. One that I consider Best of 
All.

Cities: Skylines was developed by 
Colossal Order and published by 
Paradox Interactive, six years ago in 
2015. It’s a single-player open-ended 
city-building simulator where where 
you can exercise your architectural and 

planning talents. If you’ve ever looked 
around your city or neighborhood and 
thought “Hey, I could do better”, then 
this is the game for you. It’s available on 
PC, Switch and consoles.

So how did Cities: Skylines reach 
its successful status, especially with 
SimCity dominating the landscape since 
1989? While the SimCity franchise had 
a ubiquitous influence on the genre, its 
2013 reboot was plagued with several 
disasters. The manner in which EA 
attempted to control the game was 
severely criticized and it opened an 
opportunity for Colossal Order to 
attempt their own take on the city 
building genre after recognizing the 
demand that was present for a good 
game with a fresh take on the concept.

Development of Cities: Skylines 
began with several goals in mind to 
ensure its success. It can simulate the 
daily movement of a million citizens 
adding the concepts of navigation and 
congestion to the game. Its oversized 
emphasis on transport and good road 
design is a popular meme among the 
C:S community, with some saying it’s 
more like a traffic simulator than a city 
builder.

Another factor that’s prioritized is user 
modding. The C:S workshop has a huge 
selection of mods that actively change 
gameplay and provide even more assets 
and tools for players to use to make their 
perfect city.

Players certainly have been making use 
of the vast resources available to them. 

More than six million copies have been 
sold as of 2019 and more than 250,000 
mods are currently available on the 
Steam workshop. The community is 
active with numerous content creators 
showing off their work on YouTube 
and other platforms and the developers 
constantly promoting user-made 
work and releasing new updates and 
expansion packs. 12 expansion packs 
have been released since 2015 greatly 
expanding upon the base game and 
adding new elements like nightlife, 
national parks, attractions, expanded 
industries and education, more options 
for public transport and so much more 
making the game richer and fuller.

So why do I consider C:S best of 
all? Well, the world we live in can be 
unsatisfactory at times. But you can 
do better. You can create a city from 
scratch and customize it however you 
want. You can build and destroy your 
city as you wish, focusing on spaghetti-
like expressways and highways, or 
creating dense walkable communities, 
or even creating sprawling suburbs with 
glistening skyscrapers in the distance. 
Players have recreated all manner of 
cities from Los Angeles to Miami to Los 
Santos, adding even the most minute of 
details, and using mods to make their 
cities more authentic. Best of all, there 
are no protests integrated in the game. 
So, you can play consequence-free. 
Some of my fondest memories have 
been where I spent hours designing my 
perfect city while listening to music in 
the background. 

Modded Visuals of Cities: Skylines

Box Art

What is the best movie, book, TV show, 
game or song that you can think of? 

Everyone has their own preferences. 
Well, it’s time for you to know ours!
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Unmodded, Cities: Skylines still makes for a great experience

Manuals written by the community 
explain many urban concepts that you 
can utilize in your own city as well. 
Playing C:S just made me appreciate the 
good and recognize the bad in our own 
urban landscapes and it feels good to be 
informed.

C:S may not be for everyone. It’s a slow-
paced simulator that rewards you for 
planning ahead, thinking strategically, 
and gives you the space to exercise your 
creative freedom in a different manner. 
But if I convinced you to take a look at 
the game, do try it out. You just might be 
surprised. 

        -By Jayath De Silva

Halide Perovskite 
Nanocrystals 
Seeing cells in a new light 

ITMO is one of Russia’s National 
Research Universities. Their research 
preferences are focused on information 
and photonic technologies. Research Sci-
entists of ITMO had recently developed 
perovskite nanocrystals that retain their 
unique optical properties in water and 
biological fluids. This material enables 
new avenues for the optical visualization 
of biological objects. This was a signifi-
cant advancement for the investigation 
of internal organs in living organisms, 
and guidance of the course of diseases.

What is a perovskite?  
A perovskite is any material with a crys-
tal structure that is similar to the mineral 
called perovskite. The mineral contains 
calcium titanium oxide (CaTiO3). 

The general chemical formula for per-
ovskite compounds is ABX3. ‘A’ and ‘B’ 
are two cations, often of very different 
sizes, and X is an anion (usually oxide) 
that bonds to both cations. 
Perovskites are one of the most abun-
dant structural families on earth. They 
are found in a great number of com-
pounds that have wide-ranging proper-
ties, applications and importance. 

Nanomaterials based on halide per-
ovskites are widely used in solar cells, 

nano lasers, and light-emitting diodes 
due to their unique properties, lumi-
nescence, and low cost. Their ability to 
absorb light had used in the production 
of efficient photodetectors.

Perovskite-based nanostructures are 
cheap, have a high refractive index 
which makes it feasible to localize light 
and regulate it at the nanoscale and show 
excitons at room temperature. 

Branching Out is a segment where one 
of our editors dive headfirst into topics 
that they have no clue about, resulting 
in a fresh, if not entertaining insight to 
the topic. Everything from Art, History 
and Technology to Aliens, Conspiracies, 
and our ruthless AI Overlords will have 

their turn!

Structure of perovskite with general 
chemical formula ABX

(Image by Cadmium via Wikipedia 
Commons)
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However, their photoactive layer is 
only about 300-600 nanometers thick. 
Such a thin layer cannot absorb all the 
incoming light, but at the same time, it 
can’t be made thicker as the light will be 
scattered more actively causing energy 
losses. 

Perovskite is a fascinating and profit-
able material in Russia. It is generally 
researched with regards to photovoltaic 
or semiconductor diodes. But its prop-
erties go way beyond that. In particular 
situations, it can also be used in biology.
The field of Bioimaging concerns tech-
niques that are noninvasive in visual-
izing biological processes in real-time. 
It intends to alter biological processes 
as little as possible. Also, Bioimaging is 
frequently used to enhance information 
on the 3-D structure of the observed 
specimen from the outside without any 
physical interference. 

According to the researchers, perovskites 
are the future of Bioimaging. Their 
nanoparticles can be potentially applied 
for visualization purposes to review 
biological processes in cells and living 
organisms. Halide perovskite nanomate-
rials are widely used in optoelectronics 
and photonics due to their excellent 
luminescent properties. Their powerful 
multiphoton absorption brings in them 
the future for bioimaging. 

 In spite of all their promising applica-
tions, perovskites have a glaring weak-
ness. On contact with water, perovskites 
mislay their physical qualities. Hence, 
the instability of perovskites in aque-
ous solutions is a vital restriction that 

prevents their application in biology and 
medicine. Thus, the research team de-
cided to make this material water-resist-
ant and stable in other biological fluids, 
such as cell cultures.

Water resistance 

The scientists from ITMO’s School 
of Physics and Engineering utilized 
lead-halide perovskites made out of 
caesium, lead, and three halogens. If 
perovskites come in contact with water, 
caesium salt is immediately washed out 
and as a result, the chemical composition 
changes, which governs the depletion of 
luminescence. The researchers had to 
come up with a way to protect per-
ovskites from water molecules and extra 
halogens.

The solution to this problem was more 
than a year in making, in the form of a 
special silicate coating. This coating was 
further modified by organic hydropho-
bic chemical groups. According to Lev 
Zelenkov, a research associate at IT-
MO’s School of Physics and Engineer-
ing, thanks to this coating, perovskites 
can protect their properties in aqueous 
solutions for up to one week.
Then, the researchers decided to see 
how the water-resistant material will 
act not only in water, but also in cell 
cultures. They deployed perovskites in a 
silicate coating to the cells. 

Here, they observed that the fluores-
cence and upconversion imaging in 
living cells by utilizing CsPbBr3 na-
nocrystals (NCs) indicate an improved 
water resistance (at least for 24 hours) 
after their coating as individual particles 

with various silica-based shells. 
The obtained phTEOS-TMOS@CsPb-
Br3 nanocrystals possess high quality, 
which they confirmed with high-resolu-
tion transmission and scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy, X-ray diffrac-
tion analysis, Fourier-transform infrared 
and energy-dispersive X-ray spectrosco-
pies, as well as with fluorescence optical 
microscopy. The developed platform can 
make the halide perovskite NCs desira-
ble for various bioimaging applications.

When these enhanced perovskite crys-
tals interacted with a cell, they did not 
degrade and proceeded to emit light, 
which indicates their stability. A pro-
fessor at ITMO’s School of Physics and 
Engineering, Sergey Makarov, says that 
from the point of view of physics, it’s 
surprising that such a chemical synthesis 
did not worsen the optical properties of 
the perovskites, but enabled them to 
provide this material with new functions, 
protect it from being dissolved, and 
make it safe for living cells.

The next step is in-vivo testing with 
laboratory animals. The scientists will 
check the stability of perovskite nan-
oparticles after their injection in-vivo. 
They also plan to lower the potential 
toxicity of perovskites. For instance, this 
can be done by renewing lead with an 
eco-friendlier option, which will make 
the nanomaterial safer in use.

Other than biology and medicine, 
perovskites potentially can be used in 
other fields, too, but this requires further 
research.

According to Sergey Makarov, by con-
firming the stability of their nanomateri-
al in various fluids, they have illustrated 
only one of its potential applications. 
Water-resistant perovskite nanocrystals 
can also be used as a decorative lumi-
nescent colorant, as well as a marker for 
document protection. 

Here’s to hoping that further research 
into these enhanced perovskites leads to 
practical applications.

-By Minoli Rupasinghe

Structure of perovskite with general 
chemical formula ABX

(Image by Department of Physics and 
Engineering at ITMO via Twitter)

Coating perovskite with silicate
(Image by Press Office of ITMO 

University
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Speech Evaluations 101
Giving Them a Show to 

Remember

Follow not blindly this 
dazzling light, for nobody 
knows if I am right
What follows may be quite a 
sight, yet let nothing beat thy 
judgement and might 

They ask me all the time – “Senan, 
what do you think about evaluations? 
How do you do it?”– To which I 
graciously reply with a laugh and a sip 
of water from an old bottle of Absolut 
vodka, for I truly have no idea. Recently 
I was even graced with the fortune 
of being called to do a workshop on 
evaluations for some of our senior 
Gavel members, and furthermore 
I was requested by our current 
editor-in-chief to write a serial, 
of sorts, for a few issues of The 
Gavelier on the same topic. 
And now I find myself again 
at my keyboard, attempting to 
meticulously put together a useful 
yet entertaining segment for 
all you readers to gleefully read 
while sipping a mug of coffee 
amidst these harrowing times. A 
rather daunting challenge, I dare 
say.

Appropriately enough, this 
mirrors a challenge inherent to 
evaluating, where the struggle is 
to be entertaining and memorable 
while being useful, for first 
and foremost, an evaluation is 
a performance. A speech evaluation is 
much like a speech; simply put – nobody 
will listen to you if you’re not ‘fun’ to 
listen to. Achieving this, in my honest 
opinion, is an evaluator’s greatest ordeal, 
and if successful, a triumph.

I find it important to mention that I 
may by no means be entertaining and 
memorable, I know not for sure either, 
so clearly, I am not qualified to tell you 
how to be so. But what I will do in the 
texts that follow is show you my likes 
and dislikes in evaluations, hoping that 
some of you might resonate at the same 
wavelength. 

I’m sure most of the 
readers here know that 
a good opening and a 
memorable ending merits 
a speech, and the same 
goes for evaluations also. 
A wise move would be 
to know your audience, 
and to use that to your 
advantage to grab their 
attention immediately. 
An appropriate metaphor 
exists in fishing 
terminology which goes 
along the lines of ‘bait and 
tackle the fish,’ which is 
where the common phrase 
- having the audience 
‘hooked’ - comes from, and 
like there exists many-a bait, 
there exists many-a way to 
do this. A rather commonly 
used method is to begin with a striking 

quote, while one may also raise their 
voice to grab attention. I think I’ve even 
seen one person get on stage and wear 
a pair of sunglasses in dead silence. So 
far in my own evaluations, I’ve begun 
with a four-verse poem. However, not all 
bait can be used for all fish, but rather 
the right bait for the right fish, and 
similarly, an appropriate introduction 
for the situation is most often necessary. 
Should you wish to begin with a quote 
or a poem, it is advisable to choose 
one that relates to the message given 
by the speaker’s speech which you 
are evaluating, perhaps, so that it feels 
relevant.  

While the opening serves to hook 
the audience, the ending is where 

you let them off the hook. As 
with speeches, the ending is 
what you leave your crowd with, 
and therefore, is the part they 
will take home with themselves. 
While a good ending in a speech 
is dependent on the message, an 
evaluation, in my opinion, has only 
one message and consequently 
one good ending, and that is one 
which serves to benefit the speaker 
by motivating them to improve on 
their weaknesses, reinforce their 
strengths and far more importantly, 
inspiring them to get on stage and 
speak again. 

In the past, good evaluations 
have even motivated me, among 
many other people, to speak 
further in future, and similarly 

bad evaluations have left their scars as 
well. From what little I’ve gathered 
in my experiences, I dare say, never 
underestimate the power you have 
on stage, especially so in a speech 
evaluation, for it may make or break 
another speaker. Therefore, speak well 
and wisely, perform to both entertain 
and inspire, evaluate to both praise and 
critique. Give them a show for the ages, 
a show to remember. Be the greatest 
showman, for a million dreams of that 
many speakers are yet to be realized. 

- By Senan Alwis

Senan at the finals of All Island Best Gavel Speaker 
(AIBGS) Evaluation Competition at GavelCon 2021

Photo Credits: FOS Media
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ACROSS

1 - Mariah Carey thinks it’s a sweet, sweet …

5 - The will to do something

9 - Ball

10 - Growth

11 - Krygyz Author

12 - Bald

13 - Together!

15 - Dutch flower

17 - Kohomba

18 - A day begins

20 - Intertwined fibers

21 - Star Wars Teddies

23 - Snow season

25 - Made better

27 - A lot

28 - Blooming flowers and fresh growth

29 - Divisions of a year

30 - Made anew

DOWN

2 - Bigger, Badder, Radder, Louder

3 - Non-SI Unit of heat

4 - Watcher of events

6 - I am no man!

7 - Just in case

8 - Sly/Foxlike

10 - Growth

14 - Things that don’t change/Photos of friends cap-

tioned “My ________”

16 - As fast as possible

19 - Friendly and Social

22 -  Land Down Under

24 - An alternative spelling of Ryan

26 - Wires inside your body

Improve your vocabulary and learn something new with “The 
Gavelier” Crossword. 

This issue’s crossword is based on the following quote by Chingiz 
Aitmatov. 

“There will be winter, there will be cold, there will be 
snowstorms, but then there will be spring.. Again..” 
 

Happy hunting!

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9 10 

11 

22 21 

23 

18 

24 

19 

25 

12 

26 

13 

27 

14 

28 

15 16 

29 

17 

20 

30 

 

ACROSS DOWN 

1 The end of the day 2 A controversial claim to power  

5 Optical celestial event 3 A giver 

9 Underground passage 4 Mental power 

10 Speech master 6 Muscle pain 

11 A pro at sports 7 Spur of the moment 

12 A frequently used farming tool 8 Riding in the front passenger seat 

13 Not made up 10 An attractive event 

15 Type of measurement 14 Judge of Work 

17 A little girl’s dream 16 Long nap time 

18 Swedish modular furniture store 19 Union between friends 

20 Any point in a compass 22 God of the Sky 

21 Thick Japanese noodles 24 Theme of this crossword 

23 Not celebrated 26 Gavel meetings are anything but this 

25 Bird with musical instrument on its back 

                             
                      
                             
                      
                             
                    
                             
                     
                              
                     
                                 
                      
                                
                     
                               

Submit your answers here.

(By the way, you can find the solution for the last 
issue’s crossword here. See if you got it right!)

https://forms.gle/Rw91ahA2o4RGFHoKA
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NU0gq1-eyvVPoLnRBfzreTeIs73j-Vos/view?usp=sharing
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I wish I could be a snowflake
And stay on top of a Christmas tree
I wish I could be a giant Oaktree
And touch the night sky
I wish I could be the Ocean
To play with friendly dolphins

I wish I could be the Evening star,
And help you to find your life
I wish I could be a beggar
And understand his sorrow and 
pain 
I wish I could be a cupcake 
And smile with you on your birth-
day

I wish I could be a busy street
And feel the warmth of people
I wish I could be a rose,
To give you the sweetest fragrance 
in the world
I wish I could be the tooth fairy,
And transform your teeth into 
gems

I wish I could be a raindrop 
And jump off from top of a moun-
tain
I wish I could be a book
And write my own story
I wish I could  have superpowers
To read my mama’s mind

Sujayee Athukorala 
Level 01

Year passed away day by day
I’ve travelled along in your way
I’ve been in ups and downs
And sometimes ‘round and ‘round
In good times and bad, whether 
happy or sad
The bond will endure, the love will 
be pure
Best friend like you is hard to find 
Ones that touches deep inside
When I call you for no reason,
You never run or hide for any 
reason
I hardly have to say, you’ve bright-
ened everyday

Risini Minduli
Level 02

Future dreams are not dreams 
you see while you’re asleep, but 

dreams that do not let you sleep. It 
is not uncommon for you to have 
heard this saying before. That is, 
the dream must not allow you to 
sleep. Here, ‘Sleep’ doesn’t mean the 
common ‘sleep’ we all know. This is 
about laziness.
If you want your dreams to become 
a reality, there is no point in just 
holding out hope until they come 
true. You have to work tirelessly 
to make it a reality. There may be 
hundreds of thousands of sleep-
less nights. You need to stay awake 
until the end result is achieved. The 
sleepless night will tell you the way 
for a future dream. 

Chathurangi Dilrukshi
Level 02

Ones that touches deep inside

Dreams                                      

Mother’s love towards her child

Rashni Perera
Level 01

Oshadhi Samarasekara
Level 01

Mandala Art of Dancing Girl                                     

I wish I could be ...
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It’s late and I should go
But something stops me for I want 
some more
The desire to read and watch and 
tweet,
The desire to eat up everything on 
my feed.

I can’t seem to get it inside my 
head,
That I should be asleep in bed,
But the glare of my phone beckons,
Its tantalizing white screen is my 
haven.

I won’t stop,
Can’t stop, 
... Scrolling
For dopamine
Is that all I am craving

Finally after a mighty yawn,
I realize that I can’t stay awake for 
long,
Is it correct? Is it right?
To stay addicted to this handheld 
device?

That hollow feeling, the mindless 
scrolling,
Makes your day even more boring,
Take a step, a small breather,
Away from this constant time-eater.

Your body needs rest,
Your brain needs sleep,
Don’t let your phone,
Eat up your dreams.

(I wrote this late at night when I 
should’ve been asleep)

Jayath de Silva
Level 03

Alas! diurnal convos got depleted 
Is it an illusion streaming in my 
head about you? 
Confused rattling chaos tearing my 
soul apart 
Coz holding a hand rather than 
mine 
 
Heart scattered into pieces is an 
adduced 
but I would say “I’m dead”
Hope was always my option amid 
chaos 
‘Immutable you!’ said I did believe 
“haha...”
 
I started amassing the shattered 
pieces 
To rebuilt myself with burning tears
Will this be the revival version of 
myself
“I’m ready”  I whispered  to my 
reflection 
 
Lift your self-boy and stand high
No matter what it takes to crawl 
even you fall
Face the cruelty of the drama world 
This is ain’t fantasy little boy 
                                                       
Insaf Ifthikar
Level 01

In bed but not asleep

Endure and revive 

Wikum Sajith
Level 01

Cartoonized                                     

Would you like your 
creative work 

to appear in our news-
letter?

Send in your submissions to
thegavelier@gmail.com

mailto:thegavelier%40gmail.com?subject=The%20Gavelier%20-%20Creative%20Corner%20Submission
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Let me fill the holes 
One by one 
Let me cover up the scratches 
Carved deeper into the walls 
So deep 
That they almost reach 
The other side 
So deep 
The moonbeams seep 
Through the holes almost wide 
Oh, what a little brat 
To do such a thing 
To think he’ll fly someday 
To think his swing 
Will be his wing 
Hey kiddo did you think 
You could ever leave a mark 
Like a flag on the moon 
Can’t you see it’s just a scar 
Just another aged wound 
What a stupid little mind 
The adolescent hype 
Probably  
Or perhaps the youth 
The so-called revolutional  
Lost in fantasy 
So, let me fill the holes 
And cover up the shame 
Before someone else 
Walk your way 
Fruitless and lame 
Let me paint the surface 
While I’m still hidden 
From the setting sun 
Before the decease 
Of these hands 
Which performed this witless stunt

Amali Nelunika
Level 01

Scratches

Nisali Marasinghe
Level 01

Rahmah Hamdoon
Level 01

Risandi Yuhara
Level 01

Dovindu Ekanayaka
Level 01

What if?                                     

Day Dreaming                                      Chinese Fantacy Art

Mandala Pattern
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What better time to talk about little 
things that mattered to us? 
Speaking of which these little things 
are the things we never thought will 
be little
Because right at this moment these 
little things matter the most
Breathing without fear
Ambulating and going out with 
tranquility of mind without being 
cautious
Face masks not being a part of our 
daily attire
Walking on a beach relishing sunset
Meeting your friends having your 
typical stupid fun the incoherent 
meaningless jokes you made with 
them
Going to work meeting your col-
leagues
Having a repast with your beloved 
Meeting your loved ones 
Watching stars 
These aren’t big things that cost us 
a fortune they were so small so free 

yet brought us the immense magni-
tude of jubilance
Did we ever think these small 
things were the things that bought 
bliss to our lives until now
Until now we never realized how 
desperate we are to relish those 
things again 
The small things that made our life 
brighter are now gone 
But just like a calm morning after a 
storm 
Just like spring after winter 
There will come a time where we 
can enjoy these small things again
and we will cherish them more 
than ever 
Just think for a moment how some-
thing so minuscule, little gesture 
can illuminate our lives 
Therefore, enjoy the little things in 
life because one day you will look 
back and realize they were the big 
things that brought you happiness 
and joy

Thiyangi De Silva
Level 01 

Simple joys in life

P. S. Nanayakkara
Level 01

Michael Jackson                                   

Gavel Club Exco  2021/2022                                     
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Anupa Somasiri
Level 02


